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JAPANESE EQUITIES
INTRODUCTION
Members of the Japanese Equities Team explain the philosophy and processes of the strategies that exist within Baillie
Gifford’s Japanese Equities capabilities.

This recording is intended solely for the use of professional investors and should not be relied upon by any other
person. It is not intended for use by retail clients.
All investment strategies have the potential for profit and loss, your or your clients’ capital may be at risk.
This film was produced and approved in September 2020 and has not been updated subsequently. It represents views
held at the time of recording and may not reflect current thinking.

Andrew Brown: Hello. My name is Andy Brown and I oversee our Japanese Equities client service. At
Baillie Gifford we have been investing in Japanese companies since the 1960s and we launched our first
specialist Japanese Equities strategy, The Japan Investment Trust, in 1981. As things stand today, we
manage around $13 billion in Japanese equities on behalf of clients all over the world.
We benefit from a well-resourced and experienced team of nine investors, supported by two investment
specialists, of which I am one of. Additional insight is also provided by investors in other teams within the
firm as well as two Japan-based researchers.
In common with other equity teams at Baillie Gifford, we have a very distinctive style. We take a longterm view, we run bottom up, high conviction portfolios and we adopt a growth bias. We are pragmatic
about where that growth comes from but what we do insist is that companies are run by able management
teams and they have opportunity to delivery significant upside for our clients.
Within our Japanese Equities capabilities, we run a variety of different strategies. This includes Japan
Small Cap, two broad market best ideas strategies and a Japan Income Growth strategy. I’m now going to
hand over to members of the investment team to talk about each of these in turn.
Small Cap
Jared Anderson: I’m Jared Anderson, an investment manager on the Japanese Equities team at Baillie
Gifford with a focus on smaller companies. So, the remit of the Baillie Gifford Japanese Smaller
Companies strategy is a simple one. We are looking for the most interesting smaller companies in Japan
and we want to own chunks of these companies for long periods of time. These are businesses that are
capable of meaningfully growing their revenues, profits and cashflows over the long term.
In practice, we define smaller businesses as those with a market capitalisation below $1.5 billion. This
means that for the most part, the businesses we invest in at initial purchase are at an early stage in bringing
a product or service to market and are facing up a long, albeit uncertain, growth runway.
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Typically, we look for businesses that are trying to solve big problems, with real ambition; often led by
entrepreneurial founders, and where there are formative signs of an enduring competitive position. These
are companies that are often overlooked by others on the rather arbitrary grounds of size.
Finally, we want the possibilities and probabilities to be in our favour. We’re looking for businesses that
might well look very different in five or 10 years’ time. Different in ways we likely can’t fully
comprehend. And of course, this works both ways. But, from consumer-facing platforms, to enterprise
software to healthcare, we think we are backing businesses that are on the right side of change.
Growth
Tolibjon Tursunov: Hello, my name is Tolibjon and I am a member of the Japanese Investment Team at
Baillie Gifford and a co-manager of the Japan Growth Fund.
The Growth Fund is a best ideas strategy that invests in companies above $2 billion market cap at the time
of our purchase. The aim of the fund is to invest in companies that aspire to transform the industries in
which they operate. Often these companies will have developed an exceptional product or a service and
are led by able management teams. To find these companies, we look to hear from their customers, we
attend trade shows, and we speak to industry experts. This is what we refer to as the ‘discovery step’.
Next is the ‘research step’ and here we are looking for traits that might help these companies first achieve
their aspirations, and then help sustain their competitiveness for long periods of time. We then assess the
potential size of the revenue opportunity available to these companies. In doing so, we recognise that
initial success can breed even greater ambitions in these companies, which is why rather than a precise
figure, we look to build a potential range of outcomes for these companies. We recognise that strong
stewardship can help create shareholder value, not only protect it. This is why we spend a considerable
amount of time trying to understand management’s vision, their aspirations, and alignment with the other
shareholders.
We then assess how we differ from the market. How much of what we have found out about the growth
potential is reflected in the share price today? Here, we are looking to sketch the financial profile of a
company in five to 10 years’ time. Contrast this with being obsessed with spot multiples, or Bollinger
Bands.
The final step in our process is the ‘decision step’ where Donald, the other co-manager in the fund and I
take full accountability for every decision made in the portfolio.
Income Growth
Karen See: Hi. My name is Karen See, I am an investment manager within the Japanese team and comanager of the Japan Income Growth strategy.
Japan Income Growth is a strategy we launched 4 years ago to capture opportunities emerging from an
improving corporate governance landscape in Japan.
The strategy is an extension of what we already do; albeit there is an additional emphasis on targeting an
above market yield. Essentially, what we are doing is tackling the income growth opportunity through the
lens of a growth investor. By looking for companies that can grow their earnings over the long run this
should translate into dividend growth over time.
By focusing on businesses which are cash generative and benefit from strong balance sheets, we don’t
need to sacrifice growth for income.
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Why is there an opportunity for income growth in Japan? Japanese companies benefit from superior
balance sheet strength in comparison to companies listed elsewhere. This means that corporates are able to
pay out dividends not only from earnings but also from their cash pile. Indeed, we have seen that despite
sharply falling net profits recently, dividends in Japan have proven more resilient than elsewhere.
We also believe that corporate governance reform will underpin a secular rise in shareholder payouts. The
changes we are seeing go far beyond this, however. What gets us really excited is that we are seeing a
fundamental change in the way that management think about their capital allocation decisions, which
could have a significant impact on the operational performance of Japanese companies over the longer
term.
Andrew Brown: Thank you very much for watching. If you would like to find out more, please have a
look through the site and you’ll find details of our philosophy and process, examples of thought pieces
we’ve written, and some intellectual capital we’ve produced for our clients.
Important Information and Risk Factors
This recording contains information on investments which does not constitute independent investment research
Accordingly, it is not subject to the protections afforded to independent research and Baillie Gifford and its staff may
have dealt in the investments concerned. Baillie Gifford & Co Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial
Conduct Authority (FCA).
The views expressed are those of the speakers and should not be considered as advice or a recommendation to buy,
sell or hold a particular investment. They reflect personal opinion and should not be taken as statements of fact nor
should any reliance be placed on them when making investment decisions.
Baillie Gifford & Co and Baillie Gifford & Co Limited are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct
Authority (FCA). Baillie Gifford & Co Limited is an Authorised Corporate Director of OEICs.
Baillie Gifford Overseas Limited provides investment management and advisory services to non-UK
Professional/Institutional clients only. Baillie Gifford Overseas Limited is wholly owned by Baillie Gifford & Co.
Baillie Gifford & Co and Baillie Gifford Overseas Limited are authorised and regulated by the FCA in the UK.
Persons resident or domiciled outside the UK should consult with their professional advisers as to whether they
require any governmental or other consents in order to enable them to invest, and with their tax advisers for advice
relevant to their own particular circumstances.
Baillie Gifford Investment Management (Europe) Limited provides investment management and advisory services to
European (excluding UK) clients. It was incorporated in Ireland in May 2018 and is authorised by the Central Bank
of Ireland. Through its MiFID passport, it has established Baillie Gifford Investment Management (Europe) Limited
(Frankfurt Branch) to market its investment management and advisory services and distribute Baillie Gifford
Worldwide Funds plc in Germany. Baillie Gifford Investment Management (Europe) Limited is a wholly owned
subsidiary of Baillie Gifford Overseas Limited, which is wholly owned by Baillie Gifford & Co.
Hong Kong
Baillie Gifford Asia (Hong Kong) Limited 柏基亞洲(香港)有限公司 is wholly owned by Baillie Gifford Overseas
Limited and holds a Type 1 licence from the Securities & Futures Commission of Hong Kong to market and
distribute Baillie Gifford’s range of collective investment schemes to professional investors in Hong Kong. Baillie
Gifford Asia (Hong Kong) Limited 柏基亞洲(香港)有限公司 can be contacted at Room 3009-3010, One
International Finance Centre, 1 Harbour View Street, Central, Hong Kong. Telephone +852 3756 5700.
South Korea
Baillie Gifford Overseas Limited is licensed with the Financial Services Commission in South Korea as a cross
border Discretionary Investment Manager and Non-discretionary Investment Adviser.
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Japan
Mitsubishi UFJ Baillie Gifford Asset Management Limited (‘MUBGAM’) is a joint venture company between
Mitsubishi UFJ Trust & Banking Corporation and Baillie Gifford Overseas Limited. MUBGAM is authorised and
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
Australia
This material is provided on the basis that you are a wholesale client as defined within s761G of the Corporations
Act 2001 (Cth). Baillie Gifford Overseas Limited (ARBN 118 567 178) is registered as a foreign company under the
Corporations Act 2001 (Cth). It is exempt from the requirement to hold an Australian Financial Services License
under the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) in respect of these financial services provided to Australian wholesale
clients. Baillie Gifford Overseas Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority under UK
laws which differ from those applicable in Australia.
South Africa
Baillie Gifford Overseas Limited is registered as a Foreign Financial Services Provider with the Financial Sector
Conduct Authority in South Africa.
North America
Baillie Gifford International LLC is wholly owned by Baillie Gifford Overseas Limited; it was formed in Delaware in
2005 and is registered with the SEC. It is the legal entity through which Baillie Gifford Overseas Limited provides
client service and marketing functions in North America. Baillie Gifford Overseas Limited is registered with the SEC
in the United States of America.
The Manager is not resident in Canada, its head office and principal place of business is in Edinburgh, Scotland.
Baillie Gifford Overseas Limited is regulated in Canada as a portfolio manager and exempt market dealer with the
Ontario Securities Commission. Its portfolio manager licence is currently passported into Alberta, Quebec,
Saskatchewan, Manitoba and Newfoundland & Labrador whereas the exempt market dealer licence is passported
across all Canadian provinces and territories. Baillie Gifford Investment Management (Europe) Limited (‘BGE’)
relies on the International Investment Fund Manager Exemption in the provinces of Ontario and Quebec.
Oman
Baillie Gifford Overseas Limited (“BGO”) neither has a registered business presence nor a representative office in
Oman and does not undertake banking business or provide financial services in Oman. Consequently, BGO is not
regulated by either the Central Bank of Oman or Oman’s Capital Market Authority. No authorization, licence or
approval has been received from the Capital Market Authority of Oman or any other regulatory authority in Oman,
to provide such advice or service within Oman. BGO does not solicit business in Oman and does not market, offer,
sell or distribute any financial or investment products or services in Oman and no subscription to any securities,
products or financial services may or will be consummated within Oman. The recipient of this document represents
that it is a financial institution or a sophisticated investor (as described in Article 139 of the Executive Regulations
of the Capital Market Law) and that its officers/employees have such experience in business and financial matters
that they are capable of evaluating the merits and risks of investments.
Qatar
This strategy is only being offered to a limited number of investors who are willing and able to conduct an
independent investigation of the risks involved. This does not constitute an offer to the public and is for the use only
of the named addressee and should not be given or shown to any other person (other than employees, agents, or
consultants in connection with the addressee’s consideration thereof). Baillie Gifford Overseas Limited has not been
and will not be registered with Qatar Central Bank or under any laws of the State of Qatar. No transactions will be
concluded in your jurisdiction and any inquiries regarding the strategy should be made to Baillie Gifford.
Israel
Baillie Gifford Overseas is not licensed under Israel’s Regulation of Investment Advising, Investment Marketing and
Portfolio Management Law, 5755-1995 9the Advice Law” and does not carry insurance pursuant to the Advice Law.
This document is only intended for those categories of Israeli residents who are qualified clients listed on the First
Addendum to the Advice Law.
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